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    Diego de Gouveia and Anything Goes savour their Grade1 Thekwini win back in August. (pic. Candiece Lenferma) 

   Diego’s filly could be Anything 
Good horses make good jockeys, and young Diego de Gouveia has certainly found one in the form of              

undefeated budding superstar Anything Goes, who he has partnered to all five wins.  

Last season’s Equus champion juvenile filly kept her 
spotless  record intact in grand style on Saturday. 
Taking on older females for the first time she 
stretched clear to win the Grade 2 Joburg F&M 
Spring Challenge by an extremely easy three 
lengths.  
 
“She is without a doubt the best filly, and in fact the 
best horse I’ve every ridden in a race” the 24-year-
old states unequivocally.  
 
“But before she debuted, she used to work with 
Sweet And Spicy, who gave her a hiding every time. 
So, when Anything Goes came out over 1400m, we 
didn’t expect too much.  
 
“But after being bumped and squeezed out at the 
start she quickened brilliantly to win going away. Mr 
Pettigrew said: ‘Wait and see – this will be a top 

horse.’ And he was 100%  right - from that day on 
she changed completely. She’s going all the way to 
the top.”  
 
Next mission for the daughter of Var is likely to be 
the Emperor’s Palace Ready To Run Cup (CTS) on 
October 31.  
 
After that, a possible clash with the Snaith pair    
Captain’s Ransom and Dazzling Sun in the coming 
World Sports Betting Cape Fillies Guineas would be 
something to savour, if Stuart Pettigrew decides to 
travel.  
 
And another rival could be Candice Dawson’s 
Sentbydestiny, who Diego rode to a memorable 
Grade 1 win against the colts in the Premiers     
Champion Stakes just after Anything Goes had won the 

Thekwini on August 29.  (to Page 2) 
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DIEGO’S FILLY COULD BE ANYTHING 
(from  Page 1) 
 
“That was obviously my greatest moment in racing 
so far. It was a dream come true to win two Grade 
1’s on the same day.” 
 
Diego already has international exposure, after a 
stint on Mauritius last year. And he feels his rela-
tively short period on the island improved him as a 
rider.  
 
“I received an offer from Rameshwar Gujadhur, and 
I jumped at it as I have always wanted to ride inter-
nationally.  
 
 “I learnt a lot. You have to ride more compact there 
on such a tight track, be more aggressive in the early 
part of the race, and hold your position.      
 
“I think my time there has seen me tighten up and 
reach a higher level of professionalism.”   
 
After qualifying as a jockey on 7 January 2019, he 
wasted no time in making his mark.  
 

His win on Atyaab for Mike de Kock in the G-Bets 

Cape Derby on Sun Met day a few weeks later was 
not only his maiden Grade 1 win, but a first Graded 
win of any type.  

But it hasn’t always been such plain sailing, as he 
recounts.  
 
“I grew up on the east side of Johannesburg. None 
of my family are involved in racing, but I was 
friends with Callan Murray, and we both entered the 
Jockeys Academy in 2012. 
 
“But I don’t think I was quite ready at the time and 
left after eight months. Within a few weeks I real-
ized I had made the biggest mistake of my short life. 
But it was too late to carry on that year, and the next 
year’s intake had already been finalized.  
 
“So in 2013 I did Mr James Maree’s workriders 
course, and qualified in three months.” 
 

He made his race riding debut on May 4 2013, and 
in only his second attempt brought Golden Veil 

home to a comfortable victory – at 45/1! 

“I rode in workriders events for a year and a half, 
and at the end of 2014 was given the opportunity to 

go and ride in Zimbabwe, with Serino Moodley. 

“I learnt a lot there, as it’s dominated by South Af-
rican Jockeys. So when I was accepted back at the 
academy in 2016, I had done a fair amount for 
someone who was claiming 4kg, having already 
ridden six winners.  
   
And by the time he returned to Gauteng in mid-
2018 to finish his apprenticeship his winning tally 
was over 60.  
 
In terms of the current season he is reluctant to set 
specific goals.  
 
“I always try to do better than last season, but this 
time around it won’t be difficult, as I spent time in 
Mauritius, and then we had the lockdown. But a 
top twenty jockey’s log finish would be nice.”   
 
 The well-spoken young man is in a serious rela-
tionship with Jamie-Lee Oliveira.  
 
“She stands behind me every step of the way” he 
says of his other half. 
 
He still rides 53kg, and judging by the outstanding 
start to life as a fully-fledged professional, appears 
to have a very bright future in the riding ranks. - tt. 
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Star youngsters take hefty Merit Rating hikes 

 Unbeaten Mount Pleasant and Anything Goes both 

took steep MR hikes after Saturday’s impressive 

wins, as did fellow three-year-old Captain’s Ran-

som.   

NHA Chief  Handicapper Lennon Marahaj was hap-

py to assist in explaining the rationale.  

“For Mount Pleasant we used Zouaves as the line 

horse. He is something of a 1450m inside track  spe-

cialist, and  had current fitness on his side.  

“The winner had been off since June, and was going 

around a turn for the first time, so he did very well 

against a strong field.  

“For Anything Goes  we rated the race via Magic 

School, who is very consistent. We liked the way 

Anything Goes finished, and it was a win full of 

merit.  

Captain’s Ransom was just as impressive, but it sur-

prised me that runner-up Clouds Unfold was 

dropped from 126 to 124 after an excellent effort 

following a rest, and having bled at her most recent 

KZN appearance. But Lennon had an explanation.  

“That was more because of her overall form profile. 

She didn’t achieve a 126 the whole of last season. 

“In addition she beat Pretty Young Thing (116) by 

eight pounds at the weekend, so 124 fits in with that 

as well.   

“Captain’s Ransom went to 116, and of course she 

also has an extremely bright future.” concluded 

the always helpful Maharaj. - tt. 

                       Captain’s Ransom (left) gets up to beat a game Clouds Unfold in the Diana. 
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The home of   Horizon (SAF), by Dynasty 
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Hemel ‘N Aarde welcomes two crackers  

Hemel ‘N Aarde recently welcomed two cracking foals. At the top is  Data Link’s filly by Gold Standard.                 
And below we see a daughter of Potala Place foaled by Girl’s Best Friend. Both were born on 15 September.   
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Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353 

joknowles.ems@gmail.com 

SEE 

www.sugarhotel.co.za 

info@thefortstud.co.za 

FILL A SPACE LIKE THIS, HERE, 
FOR THE PRICE OF A FACE MASK! 

mail: editor@turftalk.co.za 

“Drink water from the spring where horses drink. The horse 
will never drink bad water,” wrote Saint Seraphim of Sarov.  

Royal Mo looking regal 

Klawervlei stallion Royal Mo is pictured above and below 
looking  purposeful in his paddock.  
 
The handsome boy’s first foals are by all accounts a smash-
ing looking bunch.  
 
“They have plenty of size, a lot of quality and substance, 
and look like big tough galloping horses. Being the only 
son of Uncle Mo standing in South Africa, breeders should 
seriously consider him when doing their matings” com-
mented Klawervlei MD John Koster.  
 

Uncle Mo made a sterling start to his own stud career in the 
USA , with no less than seven sons in his first two crops 
going to stud themselves.  - tt.  
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